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Market Outlook

Contractors Face a Challenging,
If Leveling, Insurance Market
The current insurance market challenges
facing construction companies have been
building for several years, but in some cases,
they may at least be beginning to level off for
certain lines of business.

“That exodus from the marketplace started
to create a vacuum from a capacity standpoint,” Mr. Kunt said. “Then in March 2020
COVID-19 hits and that considerably contributed to the uncertainty in the marketplace.”

“The dynamics of the global construction insurance market started to really change at the
end of 2018, beginning of 2019,” said Sedat
Kunt, managing director and US construction
property placement leader at Marsh.

Patrick McBride, construction property manager at Zurich, said he sees a construction
property insurance market that continues to
fluctuate. “We are continuing to see a market
of hardening rates,” he said.

“Prior to the pandemic, we were already seeing increased pressures for additional rate and
terms and conditions diminishing, primarily
focusing on deductible levels,” Mr. Kunt said.
Considerable capacity began leaving the market in 2019, he said.

But, Mr. McBride said, “We don’t consider it
to be a hard market. We consider it to be a
hardening market.”
The property market for wood-frame construction has hardened considerably, Mr. McBride said, with prices doubling due to losses.
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Alternative energy projects, particularly solar,
have seen prices increase “in a large part due
to losses that the alternative energy space has
seen, both domestically and globally.”
In terms of property capacity, Mr. McBride
sees a two-tiered market. There’s still capacity
for marquee, low-hazard, noncatastrophe exposed projects, he said. But there are capacity
constraints for higher-hazard projects, which
lack necessary loss controls, and also on catastrophe-exposed projects in general.
From a casualty perspective, the excess casualty market, in particular, has experienced
a difficult 18 months, according to Cormac
O’Connor, managing director and national project and excess casualty construction
placement leader at Marsh. The excess casualty market is under pressure, Mr. O’Connor
said, not just in terms of pricing but also in
available capacity.

”

to higher-limit excess markets reducing capacity
or leaving the market altogether.”

Rate increases that began in mid-2019 peaked in
late in 2020, Mr. O’Connor said. Now, though
excess casualty rates continue to increase,
the percentage of increase has slowed.

Factors like extreme jury verdicts, social inflation, and wildfires created “sort of a perfect
storm in the marketplace” in which there was
insufficient premium in the casualty market
to handle the frequency and severity of the
claims, he said.

George Luther, construction underwriting
manager at Zurich, offered a similar view of
lead umbrellas being the most challenging casualty area for construction companies. Some
insurers are reluctant to write the lead layer
on umbrellas, he said, or are looking for higher
attachment points over primary general liability
or auto liability coverages.

In response, many umbrella/excess insurers
have reduced the limits they make available.
For example, those who had been putting up
umbrella limits of $25 million began reducing
limits to $10 million.

Some insurers are also offering lower umbrella
limits, Mr. Luther said. “As a result, you’re having to get more carriers to play on the tower,”
he said. “Really, the lead umbrella is the driver
on the casualty side.”

“Over the past 24 months, the majority of
that correction has taken place,” Mr. O’Connor
said. “In some instances, the auto liability
attachment points have increased significantly.”
While umbrella markets were shrinking capacity, the market for mid- to higher excess
coverage was also contracting.

While construction professional lines and pollution coverage are firming, it’s “rates are not
increasing as much as in other lines like excess
casualty, property, or directors and officers
liability, but there is an uptick in rates overall,”
said Lawrence Lejfer, senior vice president,
profit center head—Construction Professional
and Pollution Lines at AXA XL.

“Contractors had the double whammy,”
Mr. O’Connor said. “They had the umbrella
markets shrinking their capacity and the mid-
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“

Each of the carriers
are taking a different
approach to what a
firming or a hardening
market might mean.

“Each of the carriers are taking a different
approach to what a firming or a hardening

market might mean,” Mr. Lejfer said. Some insurers are being competitive in pricing but are
pulling back on limits or conditions or increasing retentions. Others are raising prices. Some
insurers’ responses vary, depending on their
relationship with the buyer.
“Each carrier is in a different position with
their offering to determine how they approach a hardening market,” he said.
In terms of capacity for construction professional and pollution lines, Mr. Lejfer said,
“in the professional and pollution lines, there’s
only a handful, especially along the professional
lines, that can offer a $25 million line.” In the
past, there were one or two markets that may
offer a $50 million line, “but we don’t really see
$50 million lines being offered anymore,” he
said. “I think all of the markets are becoming
more careful with capacity deployment.”
Ben Beauvais, senior vice president—Global
Risk Solutions construction executive at
Liberty Mutual, said the increased frequency
of design-build construction projects has
contributed to challenges in the construction
professional liability market.
“One of the challenges with design-build is you
really are shifting the legal liability for the design
onto the contracting team,” Mr. Beauvais said.
“That market is very, very challenged right now.”
In addition, “the environmental lines continue
to be rate positive, but I would say competitively rate positive,” Mr. Beauvais said.
Construction companies are looking to address
insurance market challenges in a variety of ways.
“All of our insureds are taking steps,” said
Mr. Kunt. “Some of them are forced steps.”
Some are looking to nontraditional markets to
replace capacity, while others are stepping up
loss-control activities such as employing electronic surveillance at construction sites, using
fire retardants on wood-frame projects, and

installing water mitigation systems to prevent
water damage.
“It boils down to marketing your project and
demonstrating that you’re taking every possible
step to make sure that this is going to be a
safe and profitable construction project,”
Mr. Kunt said.
Mr. O’Connor said he’s seen some companies
increase their use of captive insurance to address casualty market challenges, while others
are taking mid-excess retentions or simply
buying lower limits.
Alternatively in the professional and pollution
market, Dawn Gournis, vice president and underwriting manager at AXA XL, said she hasn’t
seen as many contractors looking to make limit
or coverage reductions to their professional
and pollution lines policies. “We were wondering if in an effort to mitigate expenses and
COVID uncertainty, our insureds would look
to reduce insurance spend; however rarely am
I am I receiving a request to reduce limits,” Ms.
Gournis said. “I more typically see requests for
higher limit or enhanced coverage options.”
Mr. Kunt noted that with the COVID-19
pandemic pausing or delaying many projects,
many contractors needed to extend their
insurance coverages. As they did so, most
experienced coverage reductions or reduced
capacity, which created gaps that needed to
be filled by other insurers. That all contributed
to price increases.
“Right now, the market is continuing to reevaluate their participation in certain projects,” Mr.
Kunt said. “What was happening in 2020 is
continuing to happen.”
But, he said, “The good news is the turmoil
that was seen in 2020 is getting stabilized to
some degree. And there still is ample capacity
available for good risks.”
“The market is leveling itself,” Mr. Kunt concluded.
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Captive Insurance Offers
Contractors Consistency,
Predictability
As the commercial insurance market continues hardening, many construction companies
are looking to captive insurance as a tool to
provide some cost certainty and allow creative
solutions to risk transfer problems.
“Contractors need to know their insurance
costs now more than ever,” said Adam McGuckin, assistant vice president at Zurich North
America. “They’re bidding some projects a
year-plus out.”
For some in the construction industry, a group
captive can be a useful tool for smoothing
insurance costs, Mr. McGuckin said.
In a group captive model, the ebbs and flows
of the insurance prices that contractors are
charged are somewhat insulated from the
hard and soft market cycles of the standard
market, he said.
“The contractors have a much better feel for
their insurance costs, not only for the current
year but also for the next year for bidding
purposes,” Mr. McGuckin said.
Participants in the group captive won’t typically see the premium increases that they
might experience in the traditional market
unless those increases are dictated by loss
experience, he said.
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“The past couple of years, we’ve seen a lot
more construction submission activity” to
Zurich’s member-owned group captives,
Mr. McGuckin said. “That’s probably due to
the hardening market and insureds growing
tired of the ups and downs of the standard
insurance sector.”
“It just makes sense that contractors in particular would be interested,” he said. “They want
to be more in charge of their own insurance
premium destiny which can then help better
their overall company profitability.”
Most of the contractors using Zurich’s group
captives are using them to cover workers
compensation, general liability, and auto
liability, Mr. McGuckin said. “Those are the
bread-and-butter lines for group captives as
they are the most actuarily-sound from a loss
projection standpoint and data availability
standpoint,” he said.
Ellyn Casazza, senior vice president at Marsh
Captive Solutions, said much of the new
interest in captive insurance that she’s seeing
from the construction industry is from smaller
players. “We’re seeing some growing interest,
more from smaller contractors, around $200
million to $500 million in range—general contractors and large subcontractors,” she said.
“That’s not surprising. Most of the larger contractors already have captives; probably have
had them for years,” Ms. Casazza said. “Now
the question is, how do we optimize the use
of those, potentially to fill a gap in the market?”
“One of the key areas contractors are interested in doing through their captives is subcontractor default insurance because they
typically take the first million dollars of risk,”
Ms. Casazza said. “So, a lot of our clients are
looking to formally fund for that.”
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Through those arrangements, the contractors
can put money aside in the captive each year
so that if they do have a sizable loss in the
future, the captive can address it, she said.
Ms. Casazza said she also sees contractors
using captive insurance companies to address
contractor controlled insurance program
(CCIP) risk as a result of the difficult market,
putting CCIP retentions in the captive.
In addition, some contractors involved in designbuild projects are looking to use captives for
professional liability risk, Ms. Casazza said.

“One of the primary
benefits of participating
in a group captive is
sharing best practices
with the peer
contractors in the group.”
“I worked on at least one project for a construction company where their area of focus—
their greatest opportunity—was in liability
risk,” said Arthur Koritzinsky, managing director at Marsh Captive Solutions. “After their
retentions, that first layer was a significant
amount of rate on line, and their thought was
maybe they could quota share part of it.”
Such an arrangement would allow the construction company to obtain needed certificates of insurance and claims handling
services from their insurer partner. “More
importantly, those up above them in the
tower wouldn’t be concerned that there was a
gap layer there that the insured was handling
themselves,” Mr. Koritzinsky said.

Many contractors look to fronted captive
programs, Ms. Casazza said, with the captive
standing behind a first-dollar policy. That
simplifies the reimbursement process with the
project owners that engage those contractors,
she said. Of course, it also enables them to
issue certificates of insurance from an insurer
that meets the minimum Best’s Rating that
owners often require.
In the event of contractors involved in joint
ventures, there could be opportunities to
create a cell within a contractor’s captive to
segregate risk from that particular project
from the contractor’s broader risks, Mr. Koritzinsky said.
Captive insurance might also play a part for
contractors in the federal infrastructure plan
as well.
“There may be some opportunities with the
infrastructure plan for contractor-controlled,
owner-controlled wrap-ups,” Mr. Koritzinsky
said. “A wrap-up, either an owner or contractor,
can be used to achieve economies of scale
grouping subcontractor risks with those of the
general contractors while also ensuring consistent limits and coverage terms.”
Ben Beauvais, senior vice president—Global
Risk Solutions construction executive at
Liberty Mutual, said that for contractors
with an emphasis on safety and delivering a
quality product, there are a number of potential
captive insurance solutions.
However, construction companies considering
captive insurance have to view it as a longterm commitment, Mr. Beauvais said. “It’s
something you can’t jump in and jump out of.”
It’s important that contractors considering
captives work closely with a broker or consultant to determine whether captive insurance
is appropriate for the business, Mr. Beauvais

said. “The various trade-offs have to be carefully evaluated and analyzed,” he said. “Loss
experience plays a huge role in that too.”
Mr. McGuckin said he believes the difficult
commercial insurance market has definitely
increased the construction industry’s interest
in captive insurance.
“The perfect captive candidate has that entrepreneurial spirit and desire to take control of
their insurance destiny,” he said. “And if they
can control their losses, they’re the majority
beneficiary of the underwriting profits.”
“Controlling losses is the key to successful
participation in a captive insurance company,” agreed Bill McIntyre, cochair of the IRMI
Construction Risk Conference and executive
chairman of American Contractors Insurance
Group, a contractor-owned group captive.
“One of the primary benefits of participating
in a group captive is sharing best practices
with the peer contractors in the group,” he
said. The best group captives facilitate the
exchange of successful strategies and tactics
among members. Additionally, an element of
peer pressure provides additional incentive
to control losses beyond the financial consequences of claims.
Ultimately, while captive use appears on the
rise in construction, the applicability and use
of a captive can vary between contractors
based on size and the company’s business
model.
“Creating a captive is sometimes unique to
the personality of that organization,” said Mr.
Koritzinsky. “Every organization weighs the
value proposition differently with some wanting to pursue a captive with no doubt, while
others don’t feel the investment is worth the
expense and administrative obligation to run
the captive.”
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Surety Market

Stable Surety Market Keeping
Pace with Increased Construction
Activity
As the economy recovers from the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic, construction activity is increasing rapidly. Fortunately, the surety
market seems poised to keep up.
“As we see construction activity increase,
we’re continuing to see surety capacity grow,”
said Rob McDonough, managing director and
US Construction Practice leader at Marsh
Specialty.
“I think there’s a home for just about everybody. Even distressed contractors can find
capacity somewhere,” said Michael Groman,
vice president, surety, at CNA. He noted that
new participants are continuously entering
the surety market.
Mr. Groman agreed that the current pace
of construction activity isn’t challenging the
surety market.
“If you really get some stimulus, it will be a
challenge because everybody’s got a shortage
of labor,” Mr. Groman said. “Of course, the
price inflation is a concern, but it hasn’t really
thrown anybody for a loop yet.” From a surety
perspective, he hasn’t seen an inflation impact
on losses yet, though it’s probably eating into
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contractor’s margins, Mr. Groman said.
Jacob Fulmer, regional underwriting officer
at Travelers, noted that one issue the surety
market does face is a common one to many
industries—acquiring and developing the necessary talent.
“There’s no shortage of capital being committed to the surety industry currently, so
financial capacity wouldn’t be an issue. But
it’s all about people,” Mr. Fulmer said. “As the
construction industry grows, the surety industry needs to grow with it, and that’s going to
require a lot of hiring and training.”
There are some other potential issues as well.
“There’s uncertainty from the potential for
rising inflation,” said Jim Tressel, senior vice
president and chief underwriting officer at
Liberty Mutual Surety. “Beyond inflationary
concerns, the severity and duration impacts
from the Delta variant are unknown.”
In addition, surety claims and loss activity has
historically picked up always seem to pick up
right after an economic downturn starts to
turn around, Mr. Tressel said. While contractors always seek more work as the economy
improves, many may not have the same level

of resources they had prior to the downturn.
Key people might have decided to leave the
construction business, balance sheets might
be thinner, and contractors might have cut
back on some overhead and processes during
the downturn, making it more difficult for
them to meet some of the contractual obligations they’re now taking on, he said.
At the same time, as the economy improves,
there is a tendency toward larger, longer-duration projects, Mr. Tressel said. “These jobs
are getting bigger, and they’re lasting longer,
which puts more pressure on the pricing situation,” he said.
Mr. McDonough said construction industry
clients continue to look for liquidity solutions. “One of the things that we have been
increasingly seeing for contractors as they’re
looking for liquidity are bank-fronted surety
programs,” Mr. McDonough said.
When an obligee will only accept a partial
bond and wants a bank letter of credit (LOC)
for the remainder of the obligation, Mr. McDonough said, he’s seeing bank letters of
credit backed by surety bonds. “Therefore, it’s
the contractor accessing their surety relationship to be able to meet that obligation,” he said.

“

There are robust
discussions right now
around pricing escalations
protection, material lead
time and availability, and
labor availability.

”

Contractors typically have large collateral obligations on their insurance programs due to
high deductibles, Mr. McDonough said. Most
insurers will only accept a bond to guarantee
part of those large risk retention obligations,
requiring a letter of credit for the remainder.
“So that’s where we’re seeing the biggest use
of it, around those insurance programs,” he said.
Over the past 12 months, that’s been a very
active business for us, specific to large contractors,” Mr. McDonough said.
While those sorts of transactions are now
increasing in the United States, they’ve been
commonplace in Europe and elsewhere for a
number of years. “Bank-fronted surety business has been relatively standard in Europe
and also in parts of Latin America for years,”
Mr. McDonough said. “So, it’s something that
international surety carriers are pretty familiar
with because they’ve been doing it for a long
time, and also something that contractors
who have an international operation are
pretty familiar with as well.”
Mr. McDonough said he also sees continued
activity around public-private partnerships.
Financing of those projects often calls for
some form of a liquid component to a bond
program, he said. “So, we do continue to see
some form of a liquid bond being provided on
some of those projects,” Mr. McDonough said.
“All of this is to expand their credit availability,
to expand beyond their bank relationships,”
Mr. McDonough said. “Most contractors have
such a larger surety relationship than a bank
relationship that they prefer to use that for
whatever obligation it is that they need to
provide.”
Ultimately, contractors’ surety relationships
are allowing them to maximize the use of
their bank credit. “What it lets them do is, if
they need their bank credit for other needs
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beyond letters of credit, like drawing down for
whatever the firm may be facing—it could be
a hung receivable, it could be an expansion
into a new business—it allows them to use
that banking relationships for that instead of
putting up an LOC contingent liability,” Mr.
McDonough said.
Mr. Fulmer said that a key to contractors’
liquidity is taking on the right projects.

“

As the construction
industry grows, the surety
industry needs to grow
with it, and that’s going to
require a lot of hiring
and training.

”

“We think the best way for contractors to ensure liquidity … is just carefully underwriting
the projects they take on and the owners they
work for,” he said. More than half of the contractor failures that Travelers sees stem from
the results of one bad job, Mr. Fulmer said.
“We think it’s important that contractors be
willing to walk away from inappropriate risks,
and they should demand an appropriate return for the risks they do accept,” he said.
Mr. Fulmer has seen increasing interest in
using expedited dispute Resolution (EDR)
bonds.
“We have seen an uptick in interest and
acceptance of the expedited dispute resolution bond solution, which we think is a positive,” he said. “The EDR bond attempts to
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strike a balance for owners who need a more
time-sensitive surety solution and contractors
who don’t want to take the risk of a purely
liquid bond.”
An EDR bond includes a contractually determined maximum period for responding to
or disputing a claim, providing for expedited
claims processing.Mr. McDonough stressed
operational excellence as a key to making contractors most attractive to surety underwriters.
“One thing we always talk to our clients about
first is operational excellence,” he said. “Surety
providers focus on financial results, but those
results are a function of operational activity.”
Mr. Tressel said that most contractors tend to
have long-term relationships with their surety
providers.
“For the most part, the contractors that we’re
dealing with are professionally managed operations, and they know what the best practices
are in the industry,” he said. “They are cognizant of the lessons learned from the 2008
downturn.
Those businesses are thinking 3–5 years
ahead, Mr. Tressel said, in terms of the surety and banking and internal resources they’ll
need to meet their goals, and they’re building
the relationships they need to get where they
want to go.
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For Leading Contractors,
Optimizing Risk
Management Is a
Key to Success
Increasingly, leading contractors recognize the
importance of high-quality risk management
programs as an essential component of business success.
“The really successful contractors that are out
there, they understand,” said Ben Beauvais,
senior vice president—Global Risk Solutions
construction executive at Liberty Mutual.
“The inputs of risk in contracting are critical
to the successful operation of the company.”
Those contractors not only understand the
direct benefits of risk and safety programs,
but they also understand how those programs
can affect project quality, Mr. Beauvais said.
The best contractors understand their risks,
they understand the projects they’re taking
on, and then they manage the risks to help
them deliver projects consistently on time and
on budget. “If you run a good tight ship, you
have that repeatability,” Mr. Beauvais said.
While many construction companies have
great safety manuals and programs, the leading contractors make sure those policies are
being implemented in the field, according to
Bruce Wiesner, senior principal risk engineer
Construction Property & Casualty at Zurich
Resilience Solutions. “It’s more than just
what’s written on paper,” he said.
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Leading contractors conduct assessments in
the field to determine how well their safety
policies are being implemented, sometimes
with the help of third-party firms, Mr. Wiesner
said. “The best safety programs I’ve seen are
in companies that put a lot of diligence into
measuring it in the field,” he said. “Just like
anything, what gets measured gets done.”
“Even more important to measuring in the
field is capitalizing on the data captured in the
field to identify trends by project, region, or
the company,” Mr. Wiesner said. “Top companies trend their data and utilize it to identify
areas of need such as focused training, etc.”
Communication is an essential element of
optimizing risk and safety programs as well.
It’s critical to the success of those programs
that contractors clearly communicate risk and
safety policies from the main office to the
field, including to subcontractors.

core frontline leadership and “their ability to
communicate effectively and discuss culture
and go beyond just compliance,” Mr. Wengert
said.
“When you implement programs or risk management policies, responsibility for implementation needs to span across the company with
defined responsibilities at multiple levels,” says
Mr. Wiesner. “Continuous communication
is critical along with developing action plans
from trends identified to overcome shortcomings in a program.”
Mr. Beauvais agreed about the importance
of continuous communications and how the
contractor’s culture of safety is delivered on
the jobsite. That requires setting achievable
goals, then communicating them from the
corner office to the jobsite, he said.

Like many industries, construction is experiencing a skilled labor shortage. That shortage,
combined with baby boomer retirements, has
had an impact on leadership at many contractors, whether it’s foremen, superintendents, or
project managers, according to Kenton Wengert, assistant vice president— Construction,
Energy and Marine, Risk Control at Travelers.
“The critical skills needed to lead teams, to
communicate with both senior leadership as
well as other trades and even their own employees, are not necessarily always in place,”
Mr. Wengert said.
“Enhancing those skills, identifying leadership development strategies,” is essential to
optimizing risk management efforts, he said.
To that end, some of the larger construction
companies have invested in developing their

In addition to communicating from the main
office to the jobsite, it’s also important that
the organization’s leaders be listening to
those in the field to understand issues that
may be emerging on the jobsite so they can
take the appropriate steps to address them,
Mr. Beauvais said.
One growing risk for many contractors is
water damage, according to Mr. Wiesner, and
the key to effectively managing it is to address
it in the same way that a company would
address safety.
“One thing I would say for contractors is don’t
wait for a water damage event to happen to
you,” Mr. Wiesner said. “It’s no different than
safety. To overcome water damage events,
many companies want to just implement one
control or utilize technology. Imagine if they
did that with their safety program, say only
focus on housekeeping and nothing else, then
the company safety program would not be
successful. Water damage prevention is no
different. Companies need to take a holistic
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approach to managing water damage exposures and build in controls through a defined
and manageable program.”
The damaging leaks stem from a variety of
sources, including material failures, system
failures, and human error, Mr. Wiesner said.
“In many cases, it’s a combination of human
error and material or system failures,” he said..
“In many cases, it’s a combina
Ultimately, contractors who’ve been most
successful at managing water damage risks
are those that have approached the risk in the
same way as they do safety, he said, implementing a water damage prevention program
in the field and then assessing whether the
damage prevention program is being applied
as intended.
In addition, as the cost of water damage
incidents increases, some contractors are
starting to include water damage mitigation
requirements in contracts with subcontractors
or skilled trades, Mr. Wiesner said. “The best
ones do that,” he said. “They have to push it
down to the subs and the trades to improve
accountability.”

“If you say you’re going
to coordinate with
the engineer’s work,
that’s one thing.
If you say you’re going
to peer review the
engineer’s work, then you’d
better have an engineer.”
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Contractors can also take important steps to
manage risks when they first begin pursuing
a project, according to Michael Davis, head of
Construction Professional Liability at Zurich
North America.
Contractors that enter into projects that are
ultimately undeliverable at the terms they’ve
set may be able to take steps to mitigate their
risks, “but it’s really hard to have a successful
project if it’s doomed to fail from the start,”
Mr. Davis said.
Attempts by the contractor to make a bad
contract work, such as material changes or
design changes, can ultimately make liability
risks even worse, he said.
Mr. Davis suggested several steps contractors
should take to reduce the risks associated
with taking on projects at unrealistic terms.
First is simply ensuring that projects are fully
understood and won at acceptable terms. If
a contractor recognizes that that hasn’t been
the case, that’s not the time to start economizing, Mr. Davis said. “That’s when you’re
going to need your very best team in there,”
he said. There’s nothing wrong with material
changes or design changes—if they work, Mr.
Davis said. It’s critical to test the changes and
to communicate them to the project owner.
Even as more projects move to a design/build
approach, under any delivery method, contractors have to understand any additional
liabilities they may be taking on in the contract terms and price them into the project
accordingly. “If you say you’re going to coordinate with the engineer’s work, that’s one
thing,” Mr. Davis said. “If you say you’re going to peer review the engineer’s work, then
you’d better have an engineer.”

“The best safety
programs I’ve seen are in
companies that put a lot of
diligence into measuring it
in the field.”

Finally, it’s important for contractors to know
when they may need help. While many have
considerable in-house technical expertise,
“on certain projects, the codes might be very
complicated, and they need a code consultant,” Mr. Davis said.
With many contractors facing staffing challenges, it’s important to recognize when it’s
necessary to bring in outside quality-checking
resources or other consultant support, he
said, even as companies look to strengthen
their staff and close those gaps.
“I don’t recommend that anyone whistles past
the graveyard blindly hoping things work out
okay,” Mr. Davis said. “Most of the biggest losses
in construction don’t come out of the blue.”
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Construction Industry Seeing
a Correlation between
Technology, Success
In various forms, technology is rapidly becoming a critical element of the construction business, becoming table stakes for contractors
looking for a spot among the most successful.

“Leading construction firms are embracing
technology to be smarter, faster, safer,” Mr.
McDonough said. “Some even have chief
innovation officers.”

“We see a strong correlation between leading
contractors and the adoption of technology,”
said Rob McDonough, managing director and
US Construction Practice leader at Marsh.
“The best firms are adopting technology.”

“It’s really kind of exciting to watch how
technology has flooded into the construction
industry,” said Jim Conroy, vice president and
chief operating officer, Construction, Energy and Marine at Travelers. “It’s certainly an
industry that was sort of under-automated
for years and years.”

Whether it’s for safety, quality control, project
design, or project management, technology
tools are being employed in more and more
ways in the construction workplace.
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“The industry’s been very much a target of
the technology sector because of that long-

“Leading construction
firms are embracing
technology to be
smarter, faster, safer.
Some even have chief
innovation officers.”
time dependence on paper trails,” said Kenton
Wengert, assistant vice president—Construction, Energy and Marine, Risk Control
at Travelers.
Leading contractors are looking for quality and
repeatability and making sure things happen
on time and on budget with as few surprises
as possible, said Ben Beauvais, senior vice
president—Global Risk Solutions construction
executive at Liberty Mutual.
“It’s not that technology is the silver bullet
that’s going to solve all these things,” Mr.
Beauvais said. “It’s really how technology
can aid in making improvements.”
With that in mind, technology such as wearables,
task automation tools, and robotics are becoming
more common on the construction jobsite.
Meanwhile, project management systems are
proving increasingly invaluable. “You have an
industry that has to tackle a lot of paper between contracts and change orders,” Mr. Conroy said. When systems store that information
in the cloud, those documents are backed up
and instantly retrievable, whether in the office
or in the field.

look at how do we change behaviors, technology can certainly help change employee
behavior.”
For example, auto liability is a major issue
for contractors with large fleets. Telematics
in company vehicles can provide data about
employees’ driving habits, which contractors
can use to reduce risks.
Technology is making its way into the construction industry in other ways as well.
“How do we use iPhone technology on a
job to track progress?” Mr. McDonough said.
“How do we use it to process change orders?”
On the jobsite, wearable technology is helping improve worker safety by tracking such
things as height, heat, proximity to dangerous
or restricted areas, proximity to other workers,
and even ergonomic issues.
The COVID-19 pandemic also saw wearables being put to use to help workers on the
jobsite meet social distancing requirements.
“Some of those wearable technology companies switched on a dime to become much more
valuable during COVID,” said Jennifer Lee,
National Practice Lead, Large Account and
Wrap Up business with Travelers Construction.
Sensors are proving useful in managing a variety of construction risks. Some monitor for
moisture or water flow rates, detecting leaks
that may have occurred due to a fitting that
didn’t hold or wasn’t put in place properly,
allowing the problem to be resolved before
extensive water damage can occur.
Temperature sensors can help ensure that
concrete cures properly. Other sensors can
track the movement of materials through the
supply chain. Sensors in construction equipment can provide preventative maintenance
alerts in advance of an issue leading to significant downtime.

“We look at technology as a way to smartly
bet on yourself,” Mr. McDonough said. “As we
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Streaming video and digital still images are also
helping contractors monitor projects for safety
and security and even for supply issues.
Project management technology is helping
contractors manage their supply chains, subcontractors, design changes, and contracts.
Mr. McDonough sees value in construction
technologies such as building information
modeling (BIM), which can be used for agile
building. With BIM modeling, Mr. McDonough
said, building design can be adaptive rather
than reactive.

“It’s not just about the technology.
It’s about getting the entire
project management team
indoctrinated into how to use it
and what to do with the results.”

“Even as you look at things like managing supply chain, I would see those technologies as
again very helpful,” he said.
As more data is being collected, technology can
also help contractors use that data to better manage their risks, according to Mr. McDonough.
“Around technology, how can we use what we
call our big data lake, where you actually can
show, based on a subsection of data we have
and based on your loss history, your industry,
your geography, your employee size, your balance sheet, this is how we think you should bet
on yourself based on your loss history,” he said.
To truly reap the benefits of technology, however, construction industry companies need to
adopt it in a thoughtful fashion.
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“Identifying the problem that you’re trying to
solve for is a critical piece of this,” said Mr.
Wengert. “Any organization can be easily
lured by the new widget or technology.”
The technology must be embraced from the
top of the organization down to the field to
be successful, he said.
“It almost comes back to the purest form of
constructions risk management, which starts
with preplanning,” Mr. Wengert said.
“You don’t want to just throw a bunch of
technology at things and assume you’ll get
good results,” said Mr. Conroy. For example,
the successful use of wearables in a construction setting requires management’s involvement to ensure that workers embrace and use
the technology.
“On the other end, as you start to collect
more data through these things, management
has got to do something with it,” he said.
“It’s not just about the technology. It’s about
getting the entire project management team
indoctrinated into how to use it and what to
do with the results,” said Ms. Lee. She cited
the example of a construction industry client that had a difficult time implementing
technology in the field because the company
didn’t do a good job of engaging managers in
the process.
“It’s about how the whole corporate culture
works in conjunction with that quality and
safety mindset; that’s where technology can
really help,” said Mr. Beauvais.
Now going forward, the construction industry’s
embrace of technology is sure to continue as
it realizes more and more of the benefits.
“Leading companies that embrace technology
are going to win market share and increase
margins,” Mr. McDonough said.
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